Abstract. Declarative Networking is a recent, viable approach to make distributed programming easier, which is becoming increasingly popular in systems and networking community. It offers the programmer a declarative, rule-based language, called P2, for writing distributed applications in an abstract, yet expressive way. This approach, however, imposes new challenges on analysis and verification methods when they are applied to P2 programs. Reasoning about P2 computations is beyond the scope of existing tools since it requires handling of program states defined in terms of collections of relations, which store the application data, together with multisets of tuples, which represent communication events in-flight. In this paper, we propose a cardinality abstraction technique that can be used to analyze and verify P2 programs. It keeps track of the size of relations (together with projections thereof) and multisets defining P2 states, and provides an appropriate treatment of declarative operations, e.g., indexing, unification, variable binding, and negation. Our cardinality abstraction-based verifier successfully proves critical safety properties of a P2 implementation of the Byzantine fault tolerance protocol Zyzzyva, which is a representative and complex declarative networking application.
Introduction
Declarative networking is a recent approach to the programming of distributed applications [26] . This approach allows the programmer to focus on a high-level description of the distributed system from the point of view of the global system, while the underlying runtime environment is responsible for the automatic distribution of computation and communication among nodes participating in the system. Declarative networking is increasingly employed by the distributed systems and networking community. It has been successfully applied to implement several network protocols, including sensor networks, Byzantine fault tolerance, and distributed hash tables, see [10, 23, 27, 36] , and is a subject of study from the compilation, debugging, and protocol design perspectives, see [13, 37, 36] . Complementing these lines of research, this work proposes a reasoning technique for declarative networking.
An implementation of the declarative networking approach is given by P2, a rule-based programming language [14] . The language is derived from distributed Datalog. Formally, P2 programs describe parameterized systems whose nodes execute the same set of rules [19] . Application data of P2 programs is stored at network nodes in form of relations (i.e., sets of named tuples organized in tables) that satisfy programmer-defined projection constraints. These constraints require that the projection of each table on a specified subset of its columns does not contain duplicate elements. The P2 runtime environment enforces these constraints by pruning existing table rows whenever addition of new tuples leads to a violation. Nodes communicate by exchanging events that are represented by named tuples. P2 treats events in-flight as a collection of multisets. An event received by a node triggers evaluation of the program rules at the node. For each rule, this corresponds to computing all solutions of the relational query represented by the rule body with respect to the stored relations. Each one of these solutions determines an action to be executed that, according to the rule head, can either modify the relations stored at the node or send a new event.
Declarative networking imposes new challenges on existing analysis and verification methods that cannot be directly applied to P2 programs. First, reasoning about P2 computations requires dealing with relations and multisets. In contrast, existing verification methods represent the program state as a single tuple-a valuation of program variables in scope. Second, declarative statements used in P2 carry out complex operations on relations, e.g., joins and projections on tables, as well as addition and deletion of tuples. Such artifacts are beyond the scope of the existing verification tools.
In this paper, we present a cardinality abstraction technique for the analysis and verification of declarative networking applications. Cardinality abstraction aims at discovering quantitative information about data-storing relations and multisets of events such as those manipulated during the execution of P2 programs. This information is expressed in terms of cardinality measures that count the number of stored facts as well as the size of projections of the corresponding tables on their columns. Cardinality abstraction yields an over-approximation of the one-step transition relation represented by a P2 program, thus providing a basis for its further analysis and verification.
Cardinality abstraction keeps track of cardinality measures under the application of declarative operations during program execution. We represent the effect of these operations using a set of equations over cardinality measures. Given a P2 program, the corresponding set of equations is derived automatically. The equations are precise, i.e., for every satisfying valuation of cardinality measures there is a corresponding pair of states in the program's transition relation. Cardinality abstraction naturally handles data values, stored in tables and delivered by events, to the following extent. First, it takes into account the binding of variables during event matching, which triggers rule evaluation for the respective values, and the propagation of values through the rule. Second, the cardinality abstraction is sensitive to a priori fixed data values, possibly symbolic, by a syntactic program transformation that partitions tables according to the appearance of such data values.
The analysis and verification of declarative networking applications is then performed by applying abstract interpretation [16] to the cardinality abstraction data(token/1, keys(1)). data(neighbor/2, keys(1)). event(release/1). event(pass/1). r1 del token(X) :-release(X), token(X). r2 snd pass(Y)
:-release(X), token(X), neighbor(X, Y). r3 add token(Y) :-pass(Y). of a P2 program. Since the abstracting equations provide a relational abstraction of the one-step transition relation given by a P2 program, cardinality abstraction can be used to verify temporal safety and liveness properties. The computation of the abstract semantics can be carried out using existing tools and techniques, e.g., Astrée, Blast, InterProc, Slam, and Terminator [6, 25, 5, 4, 15] .
We implemented the cardinality analysis-based tool Cardan for the verification of safety properties of P2 programs 1 . Cardan uses the Armc model checker for the computation of the abstract semantics. 2 We applied Cardan to automatically prove crucial safety properties of a P2 implementation of the Zyzzywa protocol for Byzantine fault tolerance [36] , which is a representative, complex declarative networking application.
In summary, our contribution is a cardinality abstraction technique that enables analysis and verification of declarative networking applications. It relies on a quantitative abstraction of complex program states consisting of relations and multisets and manipulated using declarative statements. Our experimental evaluation using the Cardan tool indicates that cardinality abstraction can be successfully applied for the automatic verification of declarative networking applications.
Example
In this section, we briefly describe P2 and illustrate cardinality abstraction on a simple program, Token in Figure 1 , that implements a token passing protocol. States The first four lines in the figure define the structure of Token states. Each node maintains two tables token and neighbor that keep track of the token ownership and the network connectivity between nodes, respectively. Communication events in the multisets release and pass initiate the token transfer and convey the act of passing between the nodes. Distribution in P2 is achieved by keeping the address of a tuple, where it should be stored or sent to, as the value in its first argument. The keys declarations in Figure 1 require that the projection of neighbor on its first column does not have duplicate elements, i.e., each node has at most one neighbor. In Figure 2 we show an example state s 0 token neighbor release pass
Fig . 2 . Sequence of Token states s0, s1, and s2 obtained by applying rules r1, r2, and r3 on the state s0. Tables token and neighbor define the stored data, release and pass refer to the events in-flight. "−" denotes an empty table.
of Token, in a network with three nodes A, B and C, under an assumption that there are no events in-flight. We use the symbol "−" to denote an empty table.
Rules Program statements in P2 are represented by rules consisting of a head and a body separated by the symbol ":-". The rule head specifies the name of the rule, its action and the tuple on which the action is applied. Token uses rules r1 and r3 to delete and add tuples from the table token, as specified by the keywords del and add. The rule r2 sends events in the form of pass tuples. The body of each rule provides values for the variables appearing in the rule head. The evaluation is triggered by events arriving at a node. Assume that an event release is periodically broadcasted to all nodes from some external source whose nature is not important for this example, i.e., the nodes A, B, and C receive the tuples release(A), release(B), and release(C), respectively. Then, the runtime environment of each node triggers evaluation of rules whose first conjunct in the body matches with the event. Triggering consumes the corresponding event, i.e., the multiset of events in-flight becomes empty. At node A the rules r1 and r2 are triggered by release(A), but the rule r3 is not. The same rules are triggered at nodes B and C. For each triggered rule the set of all solutions to the rule body is computed. This step is similar to the bottom-up evaluation procedure of Datalog. Given the state s 0 , the evaluation of r1 at A produces an action del token(A) by setting X = A, and for r2 we obtain snd pass(B) due to the presence of neighbor(A, B) which sets Y = B. Only a single snd action can be produced by Token at A because of the projection constraint on neighbor. In fact, if Token had the declaration data(neighbor/2, keys(1,2)) then each node could have multiple neighbors, and executing r2 would result in the event pass to be delivered at each of them. At nodes B and C no actions are produced since the rule evaluation fails due to the lack of token tuples.
The execution of rules produces actions to manipulate data and send events. After executing del token(A) we obtain a state s 1 shown in Figure 2 . The runtime environment sends the event pass(B) to the node B. Upon arrival, this event triggers the execution of r3 at the node B, which consumes the event and adds the tuple token(B) to its tables. The resulting state s 2 is shown in Figure 2 .
Property If correct, the Token program should satisfy the property of mutual exclusion when executed on a network with an arbitrary number of nodes. The property states that, at any given moment in time, at most one node can hold the token; under the assumption that the initial state of Token already satisfies this condition and does not have any events in-flight.
This property relies on the invariant that the number of token and pass tuples together does not exceed one. This invariant is maintained in Token through an interplay between the rules and the projection constraint on neighbor. Whenever the token leaves a node then only one of its neighbors will receive a pass tuple and will obtain the token. Cardinality abstraction Checking the validity of the mutual exclusion property for Token requires reasoning about its set of reachable states. Instead of dealing with program states in full detail, we only consider their quantitative properties by applying cardinality abstraction.
We use cardinality measures to keep track of the size of tables and their projections on subsets of columns. For example, the measure #neighbor 1,2 , where the subscript "1,2" refers to its first and second column, represents the number of tuples in the table; whereas #neighbor 1 represents the size of the table projected on its first column. The measures #pass refers to the number of pass events in-flight. This measure does not refer to any projection, since P2 treats events in-flight as multisets and multiset projection does not affect cardinality.
Cardinality abstraction over-approximates the semantics of rule execution in form of a binary relation over cardinality measures. For example, the execution of rules r1 and r2 triggered by an event release produces the following modification of the measures #token 1 and #pass, expressed in terms of a cardinality operator |·| and primed notation to denote measures after rule execution:
The cardinality expressions in the above equations are further constrained by applying algebraic properties of relational queries, the semantics of projection constraints, and the definition of measures, which are marked by (a), (b), and (c) respectively.
Additionally, we use the fact that only one event is consumed at a time, i.e.,
and that measures are always non-negative. Cardinality abstraction-based verification To verify Token, we compute the set of reachable valuations of cardinality measures and show that it implies the assertion #token 1 ≤ 1, stating that at most one node holds the token.
We apply a standard algorithm for assertion checking and obtain the following invariant that implies the property #token1 ≤ 1 ∧ #pass + #token1 ≤ 1 .
Preliminaries
In this section we briefly describe P2 programs [26] following the presentation in [31] , which provides a better basis from the program analysis perspective. Programs A P2 program P 2 = L, D, K, R, S 0 is defined by a set of predicate symbols L, a data domain D, a function K defining projection constraints, a set of rules R, and an initial state S 0 . For the rest of the exposition we assume that variables are elements from a set of variables V. We write vars(W ) to denote the set of variables occurring in an arbitrary expression W . Given a predicate symbol p ∈ L, with a positive arity n, a predicate is a term p(u 1 , . . . , u n ), where each argument u i is either a variable from V, or a data element from D. Variable-free predicates are called tuples. The first position in a predicate has a special role in P2 and is called address. The set of predicate symbols is partitioned into data and event symbols, which induces a partitioning of corresponding predicates and tuples.
The function K assigns to each data predicate symbol p of arity n a subset of its positions that includes the first one, i.e., 1 ∈ K(p) and K(p) ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Given a data tuple P = p(v 1 , . . . , v n ), the projection operator P ↓ K computes a sub-tuple obtained from P by removing all of its arguments whose positions do not appear in the set K(p). For example, given P = p(a, b, c, d) and K(p) = {1, 3}, we obtain P ↓ K = p(a, c).
P2 uses rules of the form r a H :-T, B that consist of a head and a body separated by the symbol ":-". The head specifies the rule name r, determines the action kind a ∈ {add, del, snd}, and the action predicate H. For rules with the action kind snd, P2 requires H to be an event predicate, otherwise it must be a data predicate. The body consists of an event predicate T , called trigger, and a sequence of data predicates B = B 1 , . . . , B n , called query. Each variable in the head must also appear in the body. We assume that all predicates in the body have the same address, i.e., they share the variable in the first position, and for each event name there is one rule in R with the equally named trigger predicate.
find r a H :-T, B ∈ R such that T unifies with E 5:
∆ := {Hσ | σ : V → D and E = T σ and M |= Bσ} 6:
case a of 7:
snd : E := E \ {E} ∪ ∆ 8:
add : 9:
end case 13: done end. Fig. 3 . Operational semantics for P2. Figure 3 shows the procedure Evaluate that defines the operational semantics of P2 programs. One iteration of the main loop, lines 2-12, defines the binary transition relation on program states, as represented by the P2 program. The state is given by the valuation of variables M, E in Evaluate. Each transition starts selecting and removing an event tuple E from the event queue E. Then, we select the rule with the matching trigger and compute all solutions to its query. The resulting (multi)set ∆ of tuples is further processed according to the action kind a. If the rule is of kind add, and to guarantee the satisfaction of projection constraints, conflicting tuples are deleted from M before adding the new ones.
Cardinality abstraction
This section presents the cardinality abstraction technique. Cardinality measures Cardinality measures are expressions of the form #F X and #E, where F is a conjunction of predicates, X is a set of variables, and E is an event predicate. Sometimes we use an arbitrary expression W instead of X. In this case, we assume X = vars(W ). Given a substitution function σ : V → V ∪ D and a set of variables X, we write σ↓ X to denote the restriction of σ wrt. X, i.e., the function such that xσ↓ X = xσ if x ∈ X, and xσ↓ X = x if x / ∈ X. Note that σ↓ ∅ is the identity function.
Given a program state S = M, E , the cardinality measures #F X wrt. S counts the number of valuations for X that are determined by the solutions of F wrt. M. Similarly, #E counts the number of events in E that unify with the event predicate E. Formally, we have
For an expression Φ over cardinality measures, we write Φ S to denote the expression where cardinality measures are replaced by their evaluation wrt. S. The measure #F ∅ evaluates to one if the query F has at least one solution since all solutions are equal to the identity. If F does not have any solutions then #F ∅ evaluates to zero. We assume that variables in X that do not appear in F can be assigned arbitrary values from D. Formally, in case X contains a set of variables X − that do not occur in F , say X = X + X − , we obtain
Example 1 (Measure evaluation).
We consider a case where
, and K(q) = {1}. Let S = M, E be a state such that M is given by the tables p and q below and E = ∅. We present examples of cardinality measures and their evaluation wrt. S below. Figure 4 shows the Cardan algorithm that together with a function StructClosure computes the cardinality abstraction of P2 programs. The algorithm generates for each event, and corresponding triggered rule, a constraint that describes the state transition in terms of cardinality measures. Each constraint represents a relation between measures evaluated before and after the rule is executed. The primed cardinality measures #F X and #E represent the next state of the program, and the evaluation Φ S,S of an expression Φ is obtained by evaluating current and next state measures on the states S and S , respectively. These constraints take into account how the measures on all tables (and their projections), as well as on all events, are updated according to the kind of rule executed (add, del, or snd) and the consumption of the selected event. A structural closure, computed by StructClosure, provides a set of constraints satisfied by the measures produced by the main algorithm. It constrains the values of measures for complex queries in terms of measures for their components. The execution of StructClosure terminates since at each iteration only cardinality measures with fewer predicates or fewer variables are introduced. Φ := 4:
Computing the cardinality abstraction
let r a H :− T, B ∈ R such that T and S unify 5:
for each data predicate P = p(v1, . . . , vn) and set V ⊆ vars(P ) do 6:
if there is a substitution σ such that H = P σ then 7:
if a = add then 8:
else if a = del then 10:
if V = {v1, . . . , vn} then 11:
else 13:
for each event predicate E = e(v1, . . . , vn) do 17:
∆ := 0 18: if E and H unify then 19:
∆ := #BH 20: if E and T unify then 21:
∆ := ∆ − 1 22:
function StructClosure input Φ : constraints over cardinality measures begin 1: do 2:
for each data predicate P = p(v1, . . . , vn) and set V ⊆ vars(P ) do 7:
Φ := Φ ∧ V {#P σX ≤ #PV | #P σX occurs in Φ, |V | = |X|, and X = V σ} 8: while Φ is updated 9: return Φ end. where B(x, y, z) is some query over variables x, y, and z. For P = p(v 1 , v 2 ) and V = {v 1 }, line 8 of Cardan creates the constraint
In this case, the substitution σ that unifies p(v 1 , v 2 ) with the head of the rule is given by σ = {v 1 → x, v 2 → y} and its restriction is σ↓ {v1} = {v 1 → x}. This expression describes the change in the number of values in the p tableafter executing the rule and projecting wrt. its first column-by adding first the number of solutions of the query projected on the variable x, and then subtracting the number of values that were already in the table. This is the role of the last term, which asks for those values of x that appear both as a solution to the query and as the first component in some tuple currently in the table. The second component of such tuple is free to contain any arbitrary value.
For other predicates, line 15 creates constraints encoding the frame conditions, e.g., for predicate q(v 1 , v 2 ) we obtain #q(
Example 3 (Structural closure). We illustrate the StructClosure function on expressions from Example 1. The set of computed constraints includes
#q(x, y) {x,y} = #q(x, y) {x} ,
These constraints correspond to algebraic properties satisfied by cardinality measures (1-3), relations imposed by projection constraints (4), and relations between arbitrary single-predicate queries and table projections (5) . One can check that all (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) are valid for the state S presented earlier in Example 1.
Correctness of Cardan
The constraints generated by StructClosure are valid for all possible states, as formalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
Given an arithmetic constraint Φ over cardinality measures and a state S, the constraint Φ S holds if and only if StructClosure(Φ) S does.
Although we omit a proof for brevity, it is not hard to verify that all the constraints generated by Cardan are valid. Moreover, as a direct consequence from the previous result, soundness of the approach follows.
Theorem 2. Given a P2 program P 2 , and a pair of states S, S related by the transition relation given by Evaluate, the constraint Cardan(P 2 ) S,S holds.
Extensions and optimizations
The presentation in the previous sections was simplified with the assumption that, for each selected event, only one rule is executed. Programs in P2, including our Token example from Section 2, often require the simultaneous execution of several rules in a single step. We automatically find sets of rules that have to be evaluated together (also propagating bindings of variables across rules), and prune combinations of rules that will never be evaluated concurrently. The algorithm presented earlier in Figure 4 can then to be modified to generate individual transitions not for each rule, but for each one of those groups of rules that perform atomic updates.
The implementation of many applications in P2, in particular the Zyzzyva protocol discussed in the next section, rely on rules that can also, as part of their evaluation, count the number of solutions of arbitrary queries on the store. To accommodate for this feature, the syntax of rules has to be extended to allow the use of counting operators on their bodies. However, since these counting operators can be expressed in terms of our cardinality measures, they don't impose any new challenges in the theory or implementation of the approach.
Finally, as an optimization to reduce the number of variables in queries, and therefore the number of constraints generated by the StructClosure function, we implement a symbolic constant propagation technique. This procedure simplifies rules by computing a set of variables that will be bound to at most one value, and replacing those variables with symbolic constants. This set of variables is initialized with those appearing in the trigger (since they have to exactly match the selected event), and then expanded to include more variables by propagating these symbolic constants through the projection constraints.
Experience
In this section we describe our experiences applying cardinality abstraction for the verification of the P2 implementation of the Zyzzyva protocol [36] . Zyzzyva is a state-of-the-art Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) protocol designed to improve the reliability of client-server applications such as web services. In Zyzzyva, the service state and request processing logic is replicated on 3F + 1 computer hosts, where F is a non-negative integer. Zyzzyva guarantees correct and consistent execution of the service even when at most F replica hosts can fail arbitrarily, e.g., due to software bugs or malicious behavior caused by a computer virus.
To be correct, Zyzzyva must assign a distinct sequence number to each request made by the clients. This safety property is amenable to cardinality analysis since, by counting the number of messages that are sent between replicas and clients, it is possible to identify how many requests have been assigned to a given sequence number. Specifically, the safety property would be violated if, in a table done that collects the responses accepted by clients, two tuples can be found with a different client or request values but the same sequence number.
Since cardinality abstraction does not handle the data values stored in tuples (i.e., values of particular requests or sequence numbers), we represent this infor-mation by partitioning the original program tables with respect to a finite set of values of interest. For example, a table reply(Replica, Request, SeqNo) is partitioned to contain a table reply a s(Replica) whose elements correspond to tuples of the form reply (Replica, a, s) .
We distinguish the behavior of correct and faulty replicas. To model Byzantine failures, we simulated the worst possible faulty behavior for replicas that, for this property, corresponds to sending (without the corresponding checks) confirmation messages agreeing to two conflicting request assignments for the same sequence number. Correct replicas behave according to the protocol implementation. We apply Cardan on the resulting P2 program, which computes cardinality abstraction of the program. The model checking backend Armc analyzes the resulting transition relation over cardinality measures and proves the property in five seconds.
Related work
Verification of distributed applications is a classical research topic. Recent efforts have been focused on the synthesis of quantified invariants [32, 1, 3] and counting abstraction [33] for parameterized, bounded-data systems. These techniques, however, are not directly applicable to P2 programs due to the complex program state and declarative representation of transition relations. Our approach, although closely related to counting abstraction, differs in that we count the number of solutions of complex relational queries, rather than the number of processes in one of finitely many possible states [33] . On the other hand, the network topology in P2 programs is abstracted away by a table of reachable neighbors. This eliminates the need to perform a network reachability analysisone of the common difficulties of distributed protocol verification.
Program analysis has been extensively studied for Datalog and other forms of logic programming. Comprehensive abstract interpretation frameworks for Prolog exist, including [9, 17] . These frameworks are supported by state-of-theart implementations, e.g., PLAI/CiaoPP [22] and Analyser [20] . These tools perform size analysis, cost analysis, determinacy analysis, non-failure analysis, termination analysis, and resource analysis. The cardinality analysis for Prolog, see e.g. [8] , approximates number of solutions to a goal, but it does not handle indexing and bottom-up evaluation semantics, which we found crucial for declarative networking applications written in P2.
Existing approaches to the analysis of networking applications, see e.g. MaceMC [24] and CMC [29, 30] , focus on finding defects using symbolic executions techniques. While in theory they can be applied exhaustively to prove absence of defects, it is extremely difficult to achieve this in practice. In the context of declarative networking, early steps have been given by clarifying the semantics of P2 programs [31] , and designing translations of program properties into formulas suitable for use in interactive theorem provers [38] . Our analysis complements these techniques by supporting automated proof discovery.
Abstraction of sets and relations for imperative programs focuses on dynamically allocated heap used to store graph structures of a particular shape, e.g., shape analysis [35, 7] and separation logic [34, 39] . In contrast, declarative networking uses relations as a general purpose-data store without particular shape invariants. The result of cardinality abstraction can be analysed by existing tools and techniques for computing abstract semantics, including numerical abstract domains, e.g. [2, 18, 28] , automatic abstraction refinement, invariant generation, and predicate abstraction [11, 12, 21] .
